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. In a series of recent papers by several authors, sufficient conditions on a
and b were found for f to be a permutation polynomial (PP) of Fq2 and, in
characteristic 2, the sufficient conditions were shown to be necessary. In the
present paper, we confirm that in characteristic 3, the sufficient conditions are
also necessary. More precisely, we show that when char Fq = 3, f is a PP of
Fq2 if and only if (ab)
q = a(bq+1 − aq+1) and 1− (b/a)q+1 is a square in F∗q .
1. Introduction
Let Fq be the finite field with q elements and let p = charFq. A polynomial
f ∈ Fq[X ] is called a permutation polynomial (PP) of Fq if it induces a permutation
of Fq. Classifications of PPs with simple or prescribed algebraic forms are important
and difficult questions. In the present paper, we consider the polynomials of the
form
(1.1) f(X) = X(1 + aXq(q−1) + bX2(q−1)) ∈ Fq2 [X ],
where a, b ∈ F∗q2 . These polynomials were studied in two recent papers by Tu,
Zeng, Li and Helleseth [15] and by Tu and Zeng [13]. Sufficient conditions on the
coefficients were found for f(X) to be a PP of Fq2 :
Theorem 1.1. f(X) is a PP of Fq2 if a, b ∈ F
∗
q2 satisfy one of the following sets
of conditions according to the characteristic p.
(i) [15] p = 2,
















= 0 if bq+1 6= 1.









is a square in F∗q .
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is a square in F∗q .
Bartoli [1] proved that for p = 2, the conditions in Theorem 1.1 (i) are also
necessary for f(X) to be a PP of Fq2 . For a different proof for the necessity and
sufficiency of the conditions in Theorem 1.1 (i), see [7]. In the present paper, we
show that for p = 3, the conditions in Theorem 1.1 (ii) are also necessary for f(X)
to be a PP of Fq2 . To put our result in perspective, we mention that there have
been numerous studies on PPs of Fq2 of the form
fa,b,s1,s2(X) = X(1 + aX
s1(q−1) + bXs2(q−1)) ∈ Fq2 [X ],
where 1 ≤ s1, s2 ≤ q [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 15]. For a given pair (s1, s2),
necessary and sufficient conditions on a, b for fa,b,s1,s2 to be a PP of Fq2 have been
determined only in the following cases: (s1, s2) = (1, 2) and p is arbitrary [6];
(s1, s2) = (−1/2, 1/2) and p = 2 [14]; (s1, s2) = (q, 2) and p = 2 [1, 7, 15].
The method of the present is similar to that of [7]. Our main tools are the Hasse-
Weil bound and resultants of polynomials. The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 contains some preparatory results. It is well known that f(X) in (1.1)
is a PP of Fq2 if and only if an associated rational function of degree 3 permutes
the field Fq, and a theorem by K. S. Williams tells when the latter happens. The
Hasse-Weil bound provides additional information which is crucial in our proof. In
Section 3, we state the main theorem and lay out a proof plan consisting of three
cases depending on a and n, where q = 3n. The three cases are treated in Sections 4
– 6, respectively. The basic approach in the three cases is the same: computation
and analysis of resultants of relevant polynomials. However, the complexity of the
computations involved increases considerably from case 1 to case 3. A few brief
concluding remarks are given in Section 7. The proof (Sections 4 – 6) produces
many lengthy intermediate results, which are recorded in the Appendix. If the
present paper appears in a journal in the future, it is unlikely that the material in
the appendix will be included. Therefore, the appendix here serves as a resource
for the readers who would like to verify the proof.
2. Preparatory Results
Throughout the paper, p = charFq = 3 and f(X) is the polynomial in (1.1). Let
µq+1 = {x ∈ F
∗
q2 : x
q+1 = 1}. It is well known that f(X) is a PP of Fq2 if and only
if h(X) := X(1 + aXq + bX2)q−1 permutes µq+1 [11, 16, 18]. For x ∈ µq+1 with
1 + axq + bx2 6= 0, i.e., with bx3 + x+ a 6= 0, we have
(2.1) h(x) =
x(1 + axq + bx2)q
1 + axq + bx2
=
aqx3 + x2 + bq
bx3 + x+ a
= g(x),
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where
(2.2) g(X) =
aqX3 +X2 + bq
bX3 +X + a
∈ Fq2 [X ].
Therefore, f(X) is a PP of Fq2 if and only if bX
3 +X + a has no root in µq+1 and
g(X) permutes µq+1.
Assume that bX3+X + a has no root in µq+1, which implies that 1+ a+ b 6= 0.
Choose z ∈ Fq2 \Fq and let φ(X) = (X+z
q)/(X+z). Then φ(X) maps Fq∪{∞} to
µq+1 bijectively with φ(∞) = 1. Let ψ(X) = g(1)φ(X) = (1+a+b)
q−1φ(X). Then
ψ−1(X), the compositional inverse of ψ(X), maps µq+1 to Fq∪{∞} bijectively with
ψ−1(g(1)) =∞. Therefore, g(X) permutes µq+1 if and only if ψ
−1 ◦ g ◦φ permutes
Fq ∪ {∞}, i.e., if and only if ψ
−1 ◦ g ◦φ permutes Fq, that is, if and only if for each



















(2.5) A(X) = (1+aq+ bq)X3+(z−zq)X2+(z2q−z1+q)X+ bqz3+aqz3q+z1+2q,
(2.6) B(X) = (1 + a+ b)X3 + (−z + zq)X2 + (z2 − z1+q)X + az3 + bz3q + z2+q.
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) gives the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1. f(X) is a PP of Fq2 if and only if
(i) B(X) has no root in Fq, and
(ii) for each y ∈ Fq, there is a unique x ∈ Fq such that
(2.7) (1 + a+ b)A(x)(y + z)− (1 + a+ b)qB(x)(y + zq) = 0.




2 + C1(y)x+ C0(y) = 0,
where C0(Y ), C1(Y ), C2(Y ) ∈ Fq[Y ] are of degree ≤ 1 and C3 ∈ F
∗
q . Write ci =










































By a theorem of K. S. Williams [17, Theorem 2], (2.10) has a unique solution








2) is a nonsquare in F
∗
q .
Lemma 2.2. Assume that q ≥ 33 and let k be a nonsquare in F∗q. In the above
notation, assume that C2(Y ) 6= 0 and let
(2.11) E(Y ) = −k(C1(Y )
3C3 − C1(Y )
2C2(Y )
2 + C0(Y )C2(Y )
3) ∈ Fq[Y ].
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If for every y ∈ Fq with C2(y)E(y) 6= 0, E(y) is a square in F
∗
q, then there exists
D(Y ) ∈ Fq[Y ] such that
(2.12) E(Y ) = D(Y )2.
Proof. We may assume that E(Y ) 6= 0. Hence C2(Y )E(Y ) has at most 5 roots in
Fq. Let
F (X,Y ) = X2 − E(Y )
and
VF2q (F ) = {(x, y) ∈ F
2
q : F (x, y) = 0}.
By assumption,
(2.13) |VF2q (F )| ≥ 2(q − 5) + 5 = 2q − 5.
We claim that F (X,Y ) is not irreducible over Fq (the algebraic closure of Fq).
Otherwise, let y be transcendental over Fq and let x be a root of F (X, y). Then
Fq(x, y)/Fq is a function field with constant field Fq. Let (E(y))0 and (E(y))∞
denote the zero devisor and the pole divisor of E(y) in the rational function field
Fq(y). Then deg(E(y))0 = deg(E(y))∞ = degE(Y ) ≤ 4 and (E(y))∞ = degE(Y ) ·
P∞, where P∞ is the place of Fq(y)/Fq at ∞. By [12, Proposition III.7.3 (c)], the
genus g of Fq(x, y)/Fq satisfies




degE(Y ) + 2− gcd(2, degE(Y ))
)
≤ 1.
The affine curve VF2q (F ) has at most two singular points in F
2
q: (0, y), where y is a
multiple root of E(Y ). Let N1 denote the number of degree 1 places of Fq(x, y)/Fq.
Then by the Hasse-Weil bound [12, V.2.3],
|VF2q (F )| ≤ N1 + 2 ≤ q + 1 + 2gq
1/2 + 2 ≤ q + 3 + 2q1/2 < 2q − 5,
which is a contradiction to (2.13). Hence the claim is proved.
Write F (X,Y ) = (X+D(Y ))(X−D(Y )), whereD(Y ) ∈ Fq[Y ]. IfD(Y ) /∈ Fq[Y ],
choose σ ∈ Aut(Fq/Fq) such that σ(X+D(Y )) 6= X+D(Y ). Then σ(X+D(Y )) =
X −D(Y ) and hence
VF2q (F ) ⊂ VF2q (X +D(Y )) ∩ VF2q (X −D(Y )).
It follows that |VF2q (F )| ≤ degD(Y ) ≤ 4, which is a contradiction to (2.13). Thus
D(Y ) ∈ Fq[Y ] and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
In (2.12), write





(2.15) D(Y ) = D0 +D1Y +D2Y
2,
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4 − e2e3e4 = 0.
In our notation, the resultant of two polynomials P1(X) and P2(X) is denoted
by Res(P1, P2;X). Our proof of the main result relies on the ability to compute
Res(P1, P2;X), where P1, P2 ∈ Fq[X,Y1, . . . , Ym], and to factor Res(P1, P2;X) in
Fq[Y1, . . . , Ym]. With computer assistance, the computation of Res(P1, P2;X) is
relatively easy regardless of the number m of additional variables. However, factor-
ization in Fq[Y1, . . . , Ym] is difficult; it appears that the existing symbolic computa-
tion softwares are not very effective for this question when m ≥ 3. Some techniques
in our proof are aimed at reducing the number of variables in the polynomials
involved.
We alert the reader of a slight abuse of notation in the paper. We will encounter
many expressions of the form P (u), where P ∈ Fq[X ] and u is an element of Fq
yet to be determined. Naturally, P (u) is an element of Fq. However, we frequently
treat u as an indeterminate and hence P (u) is viewed as a polynomial in u rather
than an element of Fq. It should be clear from the context which point of view is
taken at the moment. This harmless abuse of notation allows us to avoid additional
excessive notation.
3. Main Result
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that q = 3n. If f(X) is a PP of Fq2 , then the conditions
in (1.4) are satisfied.
We assume that n ≥ 3 since Theorem 3.1 is easily verified for n ≤ 2.
First observe that for β ∈ F∗q2 ,
(3.1) f(βX) = βX(1 + a′Xq(q−1) + b′X2(q−1)),
where a′ = aβ1−q and b′ = bβ2(q−1). Also note that a and b satisfy (1.4) if and
only if a′ and b′ do. Therefore, when proving Theorem 3.1, we may replace a and
b with a′ and b′. We will consider three cases:
Case 1. a is a square in Fq2 .
Case 2. a is not a square in Fq2 and n is even.
Case 3. a is not a square in Fq2 and n is odd.
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case 1
Assume that a is a square in Fq2 . Let a = γ
2i, where γ is a primitive element of
Fq2 . Letting β = γ
−i in (3.1) gives a′ = aβ1−q = γi(q+1) ∈ F∗q . Therefore, in this
case, we may assume that a ∈ F∗q .
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Case 1.1. Assume that b /∈ Fq. Let b1 = (b+ b
q)/2 ∈ Fq, z = (b− b
q)/2 ∈ Fq2 \Fq,
and k = z2. Then k is a nonsquare in F∗q , and z
q = −z, b = b1 + z, b
q = b1 − z.
The polynomials A and B in (2.5) and (2.6) become
(4.1) A(X) = (1 + a+ b1 − z)X
3 − zX2 − kX + k((1− a+ b1)z − k),
(4.2) B(X) = (1 + a+ b1 + z)X
3 + zX2 − kX − k((1− a+ b1)z + k).
The left side of (2.7) equals z(C3x
3 + C2(y)x
2 + C1(y)x+ C0(y)), where
C0(Y ) = k(−1 + a
2 + b1 − b
2
1 + k)Y − ak
2,(4.3)
C1(Y ) = kY + (1 + a+ b1)k,(4.4)
C2(Y ) = (1 + a+ b1)Y + k,(4.5)
C3 = k − (1 + a+ b1)
2 6= 0.(4.6)
Hence (2.7) is equivalent to (2.8). Let E(Y ) be given in (2.11). We find that






2(a5 − a4b1 − a
4 + a3b21 − a
3b1 − a
3k + a3 + a2b31 + a
2k + a2(4.8)
− ab41 − ab
3
1 − ab1k − ab1 + ak









1 − b1k − b1 + 1),
(4.9) e1 = −k
2(a3 + a2k + ak + b31 − b
2
1k − b1k + k
2 + 1),
(4.10) e2 = kC
2
3 ,
(4.11) e3 = −k(−a




1k − b1k + k
2 + 1),
(4.12) e4 = −(a+ b1 + 1)
2(a3 + a2b1 + a
2 − ab21 + ab1 + ak − a− b
3







4((1 + a+ b1)
2 − k)3h1
and
(4.14) e33 − e1e
2
4 − e2e3e4 = k
2((1 + a+ b1)
2 − k)3h2,
where h1 and h2 are polynomials in a, b1 and k which are given in Appendix (A1)
and (A2). By (2.17), h1 = h2 = 0. Treating a, b1 and k as variables, we find that
Res(h1, h2; k) = −a
2(1 + a+ b1)
14(1 + a+ a2 + ab1)
3,(4.15)
Res(h1, h2; b1) = a










(1 + a+ b1)
2(1 + a+ a2 + ab1)(a+ b1 + ab1 + a
3 − ab21)
(by (4.12) and (4.17))
= 0 (by (4.15)).
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Then by (2.16), e3 = 0 and e2 is a square in Fq. However, by (4.10), e2 is not a
square in Fq, which is a contradiction.
Case 1.2. Assume that b ∈ Fq. Let k ∈ F
∗
q be a nonsquare and let z ∈ Fq2 be such
that z2 = k. Then zq = −z. Now (2.5) and (2.6) become
A(X) = (1 + a+ b)X3 − zX2 − kX + (1− a+ b)kz,(4.18)
B(X) = (1 + a+ b)X3 + zX2 − kX − (1− a+ b)kz,(4.19)
and (2.7), after multiplication by z−1, becomes (2.8), where
C0(Y ) = −(1− a+ b)kY,(4.20)
C1 = k,(4.21)
C2(Y ) = Y,(4.22)
C3 = −(1 + a+ b) 6= 0.(4.23)
Moreover,
(4.24) k−2E(Y ) = k2(1 + a+ b) + kY 2 + (1− a+ b)Y 4,
which is supposed to be a complete square. Therefore,
(4.25) k2 = k2(1 + a+ b)(1− a+ b),
which gives b = b2 − a2; this is the first condition in (1.4). It remains to show
that (a2 − b2)/a2 = −b/a2 is a square in F∗q , i.e., −b is a square in F
∗
q . By (2.12),
the polynomial in (4.24) equals D(Y )2 for some D(Y ) ∈ Fq[Y ]. In particular, both
1 + a+ b and 1 − a+ b are squares in Fq. By (4.25), we may write 1 + a+ b = u
2
and 1− a+ b = u−2 for some u ∈ F∗q . Then
−b = u2 − 2 + u−2 = (u − u−1)2,
which is a square in F∗q .
5. Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case 2
Assume that a is not a square in Fq2 and n is even. In this case, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)
and hence gcd((q+1)/2, q− 1) = 1. Let a = γi and write i = u(q+1)/2+ v(q− 1)
for some u, v ∈ Z. Then f(γvX) = γvX(1 + a′Xq(q−1) + b′X2(q−1)), where a′ =
γu(q+1)/2 and b′ = bγ2v(q−1). Therefore we may assume that a2 ∈ Fq but a /∈ Fq.
Hence aq = −a.
Case 2.1. Assume that b /∈ Fq. Let b1 = (b+ b
q)/2 ∈ Fq, z = (b− b
q)/2 ∈ Fq2 \Fq,
and k = z2. Then k is a nonsquare in F∗q , and z
q = −z, b = b1+z, b
q = b1−z. Since
both a2 and z2 are nonsquares in F∗q, (a/z)
2 is a square in F∗q , whence a/z ∈ F
∗
q .
Write a = a1z, where a1 ∈ F
∗
q . Now (2.5) and (2.6) become
A(X) = (1 + b1 − z − a1z)X
3 − zX2 − kX + k(−k + a1k + z + b1z),(5.1)
B(X) = (1 + b1 + z + a1z)X
3 + zX2 − kX + k(−k + a1k − z − b1z),(5.2)
and (2.7), after multiplication by z−1, becomes (2.8), where
C0(Y ) = k(−1 + b1 − b
2




C1(Y ) = k(1 + a1)Y + k(1 + b1),(5.4)
C2(Y ) = (1 + b1)Y + k(1 + a1),(5.5)
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C3 = −(1 + b1)
2 + (1 + a1)
2k.(5.6)
We claim that C2(Y ) 6= 0 and C3 6= 0, i.e., (a1, b1) 6= (−1,−1). Otherwise, C0(Y ),
C1(Y ), C2(Y ), C3 are all 0, which is impossible since (2.8) has a unique solution
x ∈ Fq for any given y ∈ Fq. We have



















1k + b1k − b1 − 1),










− a1b1k + a1k
2 − b31 + b
2
1k + b1k − k
2 − 1),
(5.10) e2 = kC
2
3 ,

















1 + a1b1 − a1k




1k − b1k + k
2 + 1),
(5.12) e4 = (b1 + 1)
2(a21b1k − a
2
1k − a1k + b
3







4a1(1 + b1)((1 + b1)
2 − k(1 + a1)
2)3h1,
(5.14) e33 − e1e
2
4 − e2e3e4 = −k
2((1 + b1)
2 − k(1 + a1)
2)3h2,
where h1 and h2 are given in Appendix (A3) and (A4).
Recall that (a1, b1) 6= (−1,−1). We claim that a1 6= −1 and b1 6= −1. In fact, if
a1 = −1, then h1 = −(1+b1)
6, whence b1 = −1; if b1 = −1, then h2 = −k
4(1+a1)
9,
whence a1 = −1. Now it follows from (5.13) and (5.14) that h1 = h2 = 0. We find
that




17(1− a1 + a1b1)(1 + a
2





Res(h1, h2; b1) = k
17a51(1 + a1)















2 = (1 + a1k)
2 + a1(1 − a1k)
2,
so





Assume that in (5.15), 1 + a21 − a1b1 + a1b
2
1 = 0, i.e., (1 + a1)
2 + a1(1 + b1)
2 = 0,
i.e.,
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First assume that the “+” sign holds in the above. Then
(5.21) k =
a1 − b1
a1(a1 + b1 − 1)
.
(Note that a1 + b1 − 1 6= 0 since otherwise we also have a1 − b1 = 0 and hence
(a1, b1) = (−1,−1).) Using (5.21) in (5.12) gives
e4 =
(1 + b1)




1 − a1b1 + a1b
2
1)
a1(a1 + b1 − 1)
= 0.
It follows, as we saw before (at the end of Section 4, Case 1.1), that e2 is a square
in Fq, which contradicts (5.10).
Therefore the “−” sign holds in (5.20). Then
(5.22) k =
a1 + b1 − 1
a1(a1 − b1)
.






where T is given in Appendix (A5). Moreover,
Res(T, 1 + a21 − a1b1 + a1b
2
1; a1) = (1 + b1)
18.
Thus b1 = −1, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, we have proved that in (5.15), 1 + a21 − a1b1 + a1b
2
1 6= 0. Thus





















2 − a31k + a
2
1k+ a1k− a1 − 1,






2 − a1k − a1 − 1.
Let L = (1+a1k)
2+a1(1−a1k)
2, which is the polynomial in (5.17). We find useful
information by computing the following resultants:
Res(S1, L; a1) = −k
8(−1 + k + k2 + k3)(1− k2 + k3 + k5),
Res(S2, L; a1) = −k
10(−1− k + k3)(−1 + k + k2 + k3)(−1− k − k2 + k3).
The factors in the above are irreducible polynomials in k over F3. Hence we must
have −1 + k + k2 + k3 = 0. Then k ∈ F33 . Since [Fq : F3] is even, k is a square in
Fq, which is a contradiction.
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Case 2.2. Assume that b ∈ Fq. Let z = a and k = a
2. Now (2.5) and (2.6) become
A(X) = (1 − a+ b)X3 − aX2 − kX + k(a+ ab+ k),(5.28)
B(X) = (1 + a+ b)X3 + aX2 − kX − k(a+ ab− k),(5.29)
and (2.7), after multiplication by a−1, becomes (2.8), where
C0(Y ) = k(−1 + b− b
2 − k)Y + k2(1 + b),(5.30)
C1(Y ) = kY + k(1 + b),(5.31)
C2(Y ) = (1 + b)Y + k,(5.32)
C3 = −(1 + b)
2 + k 6= 0.(5.33)
Moreover,






2(1 + b)(−1− b− b3 − b4 + bk + b2k + k2),(5.35)
e1 = k




e3 = −k(−1 + b − b
3 + b4 − bk − b2k + k2),(5.38)
e4 = (1 + b)







4(1 + b)((1 + b)2 + k)2((1 + b)2 − k)3(b + b2 + k).
In (5.40), 1 + b 6= 0. (Otherwise, e4 = 0, and as we saw before, this implies that
e2 is a square in F2, which is impossible.) Since −1 is a square in Fq, we also have
(1 + b)2 + k 6= 0. Therefore by (5.40), b + b2 + k = 0, i.e., b + b2 + a2 = 0; this is
the first condition in (1.4). Since k = −b− b2, (5.39) gives e4 = (1 + b)
3. Since e4
is a square in Fq, 1 + b is a square in F
∗


















which is a square in F∗q .
6. Proof of Theorem 3.1, Case 3
Assume that a is not a square in Fq2 and n is odd. Let z ∈ Fq2 be such that
z2 = −1. Then o(1+z) = 8. Since q2−1 ≡ 8 (mod 16), we may write a = u(1+z),
where u is a square in F∗q2 . By the first paragraph of Section 4, we may further
assume that u ∈ F∗q . Write b = v + wz, where v, w ∈ Fq. We have z
q = −z,
aq = u(1− z), and bq = v − wz. Then (2.5) and (2.6) become
A(X) = (1 + u+ v − uz − wz)X3 − zX2 +X + u− w − z(1− u+ v),(6.1)
B(X) = (1 + u+ v + uz + wz)X3 + zX2 +X + u− w + z(1− u+ v),(6.2)
and (2.7), after multiplication by z−1, becomes (2.8), where
C0(Y ) = (1 + u
2 − v + v2 + w2)Y + u(1 + v − w),(6.3)
C1(Y ) = −(u+ w)Y − (1 + u+ v),(6.4)
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C2(Y ) = (1 + u+ v)Y − (u+ w),(6.5)
C3 = −(1 + u+ v)
2 − (u + w)2.(6.6)
We claim that C3 6= 0 and C2(Y ) 6= 0. Otherwise, 1 + u + v = u + w = 0, and
hence C1(Y ) = 0. Then (2.8) cannot have a unique solution for x, which is a
contradiction.
We now compute E(Y ) in (2.11) with k = −1:





e0 = − (−1 + u− u
2 + u3 + u5 + v + uv − u2v − u4v − v2 + u2v2 − u3v2(6.8)
− v3 + uv3 + u2v3 + v4 + uv4 − v5 + u2w − u3w + uvw + u2vw
− uv2w + uv3w − uw2 + u2w2 − u3w2 − vw2 − uvw2 + v2w2
− v3w2 + uw3 + uvw3 − uw4),
e1 = − (u+ w)(1 + u
4 + u2v + u2v2 + v3 + u2w − u3w − uvw − uv2w(6.9)
− uw2 − u2w2 + vw2 + v2w2 − uw3 + w4),
(6.10) e2 = −C
2
3 ,
e3 = − (u+ u
5 − uv − u3v − u3v2 + uv3 − uv4 − w + uw − u3w(6.11)
− u4w − v3w + uv3w − u3w2 − uw3 + u2w3 − vw3 + uvw3
− v2w3 + uw4 − w5),
(6.12) e4 = (1 + u+ v)
2(1 + u+ u3 − uv + u2v + uv2 + v3 + uw + uw2 + vw2).
We have e4 6= 0, in particular, 1 + u+ v 6= 0. (Otherwise, as we saw before, e2 is a








(6.14) e33 − e1e
2
4 − e2e3e4 = −C
3
3h2,
where h1 and h2 are given in Appendix (A6) and (A7). Moreover,
Res(h1, h2;u) = v
6w(1 + v − w)42K1(v, w)
3K2(v, w),(6.15)
Res(h1, h2; v) = − u
3(1 + u)2(1 + u2)(u + w)42(6.16)
· (−1− u+ u2 + w + w2)2(u2 + w + w2)L(u,w)3,
Res(h1, h2;w) = − u
5(1 + u)2(1 + u2)v6(1 + u+ v)42M(u, v)3,(6.17)
where
(6.18) K1 = v
5− v4w+ v4+ v3w2− v3− v2w3+ v2w2− v2− vw2+ vw− v+w− 1,
K2 = v
7 + v6w2 + v6 + v5w2 − v5w − v4w3 − v4w2 + v4w − v4(6.19)
− v3w4 − v3w3 − v3w2 + v2w5 − v2w4 + v2w3 − v2w2 − v2w
− vw6 − vw4 + vw + v + w8 − w7 + w6 − w3 + w2 − 1,
(6.20) L = u5+u4w+u3w2+u3w+u2w3+u2w2+u2w−u2−uw2+uw−u−w,
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(6.21) M = u3v2 + u2v3 + u2v2 + u2v + uv2 − uv − u− v − 1.
Case 3.1. Assume that v 6= 0. We claim that 1 + u 6= 0. If, to the contrary,
u = −1, then
h1 = (v
2 + (w − 1)2)2H1,(6.22)
h2 = (v
2 + (w − 1)2)H2,(6.23)
where
(6.24) H1 = v
3 − v2w + v2 + vw3 − vw2 − vw + v − w4 + w3 + w − 1,
H2 = v
5w + v5 + v4w3 − v4 + v3w3 − v3w2 − v3w + v3 − v2w5 − v2w4(6.25)
+ v2w3 + v2w2 + v2w − v2 + w7 − w6 + w4 − w3 + w − 1.
Moreover,
Res(H1, H2; v) = (1 + w)
6(2 + w)19,(6.26)
Res(H1, H2;w) = v
19(1 + v)6.(6.27)
By (6.26), w = ±1. If w = 1, then h1 = v
7 6= 0, which is a contradiction. If
w = −1, then h1 = (1 + v)(1 + v
2)2(2 + v + v2), whence v = −1. However,
e4|(u,v,w)=(−1,−1,−1) = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have proved that
1 + u 6= 0. It follows from (6.17) that
(6.28) M = 0.
In (6.16), note that −1− u+ u2+w+w2 = (1+ u)2+(1−w)2 6= 0. We further
claim that u + w 6= 0. If, to the contrary, w = −u, then h1 = −u(1 + u+ v)
7 6= 0,
which is a contradiction. Now (6.16) gives
(6.29) (u2 + w + w2)L = 0.
In (6.15), we claim that w 6= 0. Otherwise,
(6.30) Res(h1, h2; v) = −u
50(1 + u)2(1 + u2)(−1− u+ u2)2(−1− u+ u4)3 6= 0,
which is a contradiction. We further claim that 1 + v − w 6= 0. Otherwise,
h1 = (1 + u+ v)
6(−1 + u2 − v),(6.31)
h2 = −(1 + u+ v)
6v(1 + u− v + v2).(6.32)
However,
Res(−1 + u2 − v, 1 + u− v + v2; v) = u(1 + u)3 6= 0,
which is a contradiction. Now (6.15) gives
(6.33) K1K2 = 0.
To recap, we have
(6.34) K1K2 = 0, (u
2 + w + w2)L = 0, M = 0.
First assume that u2 + w + w2 = 0. We find that
S :=Res(u2 + w + w2,M ;u)(6.35)
= v6w4 − v6w3 + v6w2 − v5w4 + v5w3 − v5w2 + v4w6 + v4w4 + v4w2
+ v3w4 − v3w3 − v3w + v2 + vw2 + vw − v + w2 + w + 1.
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If K1 = 0, we compute the following resultants:
Res(S,K1; v) = w(1 + w)(−1 + w)(1 + w
2 − w3 + w4)P21(w),(6.36)
Res(S,K1;w) = v
13(1 + v)2(−1 + v + v4)Q21(v),(6.37)
where
P21(X) =X
21 −X19 −X18 −X17 +X16 +X14 −X13 +X11(6.38)
−X10 −X7 +X6 −X3 +X2 − 1,
Q21(X) =X
21 +X20 −X18 −X17 −X16 +X15 +X12 −X11(6.39)
+X10 −X9 −X8 −X6 +X5 +X4 −X3 +X − 1,
and all factors in (6.36) and (6.37) are irreducible polynomials over F3. We claim
that in (6.36), (1 +w)(−1 +w) 6= 0. Otherwise, w = ±1 and u2 = −w−w2 = 0 or
1. Since u 6= 0,−1, we must have u = 1 and w = 1. However,
h1|(u,w)=(1,1) = −v(1− v + v
4 − v5 + v6) 6= 0,
which is a contradiction. Moreover, we claim that in (6.37), 1 + v 6= 0. Otherwise,
M = u(1 + u)2 6= 0. Therefore, (6.36) and (6.37) give that P21(w) = 0 and
Q21(v) = 0. Since u
2 = −w − w2, we have u ∈ Fq ∩ F32·21 = F321 . It follows that
(−w − w2)(3
21−1)/2 = 1 and hence
(6.40) u2 = −w − w2 = (−w − w2)(3
21+1)/2.
Therefore u = ±u0, where
u0 = (−w − w
2)(3
21+1)/4 =w20 + w19 − w18 − w17 − w15 − w14 + w12 − w11
(6.41)
+ w10 + w9 + w8 + w7 − w6 + w5 − w − 1.
We find that
(6.42) Res(h1|u=u0 , h2|u=u0 , w) and Res(h1|u=−u0 , h2|u=−u0 , w)
are polynomials over F3 in v which are not divisible by Q21(v); see (A8) and (A9).
Thus the resultants in (6.42) are nonzero, which is a contradiction.
If K2 = 0, we compute similar resultants:





where Π1 and Π2 (given in Appendix (A10) and (A11)) are products of irreducible
polynomials of even degree over F3, and
(6.45) P15(X) = X
15 −X13 −X11 +X10 −X9 −X7 +X6 −X3 −X2 +X + 1,
(6.46) Q9(X) = X
9 +X8 +X7 +X6 +X4 −X3 −X2 −X − 1,
(6.47) Q15(X) = X
15 +X14 −X13 −X11 +X9 −X7 −X6 +X3 − 1,
which are irreducible over F3. It follows that P15(w) = 0 and Q9(v)Q15(v) = 0.
Same as (6.40), we have
u2 = (−w − w2)(3
15+1)/2.
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(6.48) Res(h1|u=u1 , h2|u=u1 ;w) and Res(h1|u=−u1 , h2|u=−u1 ;w)
are polynomials over F3 in v which are divisible by neither Q9(v) nor Q15(v); see
(A12) and (A13). Thus the resultants in (6.48) are nonzero, which is a contradic-
tion.
Now assume that u2 + w + w2 6= 0. Then by (6.34), L = 0. We find that
(6.49) Res(L,M ;u) = K1Q,
where
Q = v10w2 − v9w3 − v9w2 − v9w − v8w4 + v8w3 − v8 − v7w5(6.50)
− v7w3 + v7w2 + v7w + v6w6 + v6w4 + v6w2 − v6w − v6 − v5w6
+ v5w4 − v5w3 + v4w6 − v4w4 − v4w3 − v4w − v4 + v3w5
+ v3w4 + v3w3 − v2w4 − v2w2 + v2 − vw3 + w2 − w + 1.
If K1 6= 0, then K2 = 0 and Q = 0. We compute the following resultants:
Res(Q,K2; v) = Γ1(w)P7(w)P21(w),(6.51)
Res(Q,K2;w) = Γ2(v)Q7(v)Q21(v),(6.52)
where Γ1 and Γ2 (given in Appendix (A14) and (A15)) are products of irreducible
polynomials of even degree over F3 and
(6.53) P7(X) = X
7 −X5 − 1,
P21(X) =X
21 +X20 +X19 +X17 +X16 −X15 −X13 −X12(6.54)
+X11 −X10 −X9 −X8 −X6 −X5 −X2 − 1,
(6.55) Q7(X) = X
7 −X6 +X3 −X2 +X + 1,
Q21(X) =X
21 +X20 +X19 +X18 +X16 −X15 +X14 −X13 +X11(6.56)
−X10 −X9 −X8 +X6 −X5 −X2 +X − 1,
which are irreducible over F3. It follows that P7(w)P21(w) = 0 and Q7(v)Q21(v) =
0. We claim that either P7(w) = Q7(v) = 0 or P21(w) = Q21(v) = 0. In fact,
Res(P7(w),K2;w)
=Q7(v)(v
7 + v6 + v5 − v4 + v2 − v − 1)
· (v7 − v6 + v4 − v3 − v2 − 1)(v14 − v8 − v6 − v2 + 1)
· (v14 + v13 + v12 − v11 − v10 − v9 − v8 − v7 + v6 + v5 + v4 − v2 − v − 1),
which is not divisible by Q21(v). Hence P7(w) = 0 implies Q7(v) = 0. Similarly,
Res(Q7(v),K2; v)
=P7(w)(w
7 − w5 + 1)(w7 + w6 + w5 − w4 + w3 + w2 + 1)
· (w7 − w6 + w5 + w4 + w3 − w2 − 1)
· (w14 + w13 + w12 − w11 + w10 + w8 + w7 − w3 + w − 1)
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· (w14 + w13 − w12 − w11 + w10 − w9 − w5 + w4 − w3 + w2 + 1),
which is not divisible by P21(w). Hence Q7(v) = 0 implies P7(w) = 0. Therefore
the claim is proved.
First assume that P7(w) = Q7(v) = 0. From Q7(v) = 0, we have v
−2 =
v6 + v5 + v4 + v2 + v − 1 and
(6.57) v−2M = u3 + u2(−v6 + v5 − v2 − v) + u(v5 − v4 + v) + v5 − v4 + v − 1,
which is a monic cubic in u. Using the relations v−2M = 0, P7(w) = 0 and
Q7(v) = 0 to reduce h1 and h2, we get
(6.58) hi = hi0 + hi1u+ hi2u
2, i = 1, 2,
where hij = hij(v, w) are given in (A16) – (A21). We have
(6.59) h22h1 − h12h2 ≡ A0 +A1u (mod (P7(w), Q7(v))),
where Ai = Ai(v, w) are given in (A22) and (A23). The resultant Res(K2, A1; v) is
a polynomial in w such that
Res(K2, A1; v) ≡ w
6 + w2 − w 6≡ 0 (mod P7(w)),
so A1 6= 0. By (6.59), u = −A0/A1. We now compute h1|u=−A0/A1 from (6.58);





where U = U(v, w) and V = V (v, w) are given in (A24) and (A25). Thus U = 0.
However, Res(K2, U ; v) is a polynomial in w such that
Res(K2, U ; v) ≡ w
6 + w5 + w2 6≡ 0 (mod P7(w)).
Hence Res(K2, U ; v) 6= 0, which is a contradiction.
Next, Assume that P21(w) = Q21(v) = 0. We reach a contradiction by similar
but lengthier computations. From Q21(v) = 0, we have
v−2 = v20 − v19 − v18 − v17 + v16 + v15 − v11 + v10 + v8 + v7 − v6 + v5 − v3 − v
and
v−2M =u3 + u2(v20 + v19 + v18 + v17 + v15 − v14 + v13 − v12 + v10 − v9 − v8 − v7
+ v5 − v4 − 1) + u(v20 − v16 + v15 + v14 − v13 + v12 + v11 + v10 + v9
+ v6 + v5 + v4 + v3 − v) + v20 − v16 + v15 + v14 − v13 + v12 + v11 + v10
+ v9 + v6 + v5 + v4 + v3 − v − 1,
which is a monic cubic in u. Reducing h1 and h2 using the relations v
−2M = 0,
P21(w) = 0 and Q21(v) = 0 gives
(6.61) hi = hi0 + hi1u+ hi2u
2, i = 1, 2,
where hij = hij(v, w) are given in (A26) – (A31). Moreover,
(6.62) h22h1 − h12h2 ≡ A0 +A1u (mod (P21(w), Q21(v))),
where Ai = Ai(v, w) are given in (A32) and (A33). The resultant Res(K2, A1; v) is
a polynomial in w such that
Res(K2, A1; v) ≡ − w
20 + w19 + w18 + w15 + w14 + w13 + w12 + w11
+ w10 + w7 − w6 + w5 − w4 + w3 − w2 + 1
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6≡ 0 (mod P21(w)).
Thus A1 6= 0 and hence u = −A0/A1 by (6.62). We compute h1|u=−A0/A1 from





where U = U(v, w) and V = V (v, w) are given in (A34) and (A35). Thus U = 0.
However, Res(K2, U ; v) is a polynomial in w such that
Res(K2, U ; v) ≡ w
20 + w16 − w15 + w14 − w13 + w12 − w10 − w9 − w6 + w3 + w2 + w
6≡ 0 (mod P21(w)).
Hence Res(K2, U ; v) 6= 0, which is a contradiction.
Now assume that K1 = 0. In this case we solve the system{
K1(v, w) = 0,
L(u,w) = 0
for w in terms of u and v. We find that
(6.64) αK1 + βL = λw − η,
where
α = − u2(u3v3 + u3v2w − u3v2 − u3v + u2v4 + u2v3w + u2v3 − u2v2w(6.65)
− u2v2 − u2vw + u2v − u2 − uv3 − uv2w − uv2 + uv − v2),
β = v2(u4v2 + u3v3 − u3v2w − u3v2 − u3v − u2v3w + u2v2w(6.66)
+ u2v2 + u2vw + u2v − u2 − uv3 + uv2w + uv − v2),
λ = u7v4 + u6v5 − u6v4 − u6v2 + u5v6 − u5v4 − u5v3 − u5v2 + u5v(6.67)
+ u4v7 − u4v6 − u4v5 − u4v3 − u4v + u4 − u3v5 − u3v4 + u3v2
− u3v − u2v6 − u2v5 + u2v3 − u2v2 + uv5 − uv4 − uv3 + v4,
η = − u(u8v4 + u7v5 − u7v4 − u7v3 + u6v4 + u6v3 − u6v2 − u5v5(6.68)
− u5v4 + u5v3 − u4v8 + u4v4 + u4v2 − u4v − u3v9 + u3v8
+ u3v7 − u3v6 − u3 + u2v8 − u2v7 − u2v6 + u2v5 + u2v4
+ u2v2 + u2v + uv7 + uv6 + uv3 − uv2 + v4).
If λ 6= 0, we have w = η/λ, and more importantly, by (6.12),
(6.69) e4|w=η/λ = λ
−2(1 + u+ v)2MN,
where N is a polynomial in u and v which is given in Appendix (A36). Therefore,
e4 = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence we have λ = η = 0. We find that
Res(M,λ;u) = v6(1 + v)4P11(v)Q11(v),(6.70)
Res(M,λ; v) = u6(1 + u)4P11(u)Q11(u),(6.71)
where
(6.72) P11(X) = X
11 −X10 +X8 +X7 +X5 +X4 −X3 +X2 +X − 1,
(6.73) Q11(X) = X
11 −X10 +X9 +X8 +X4 −X2 +X + 1
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are irreducible over F3. We already showed that 1+u 6= 0 and 1+v 6= 0. Therefore
P11(v)Q11(v) = 0 and P11(u)Q11(u) = 0. We claim that either P11(u) = Q11(v) = 0
or Q11(u) = P11(v) = 0. In fact,
Res(P11(u),M ;u) = −Q11(v)(v
11 − v9 − v8 − v7 − v6 + v5 + v2 − 1)
· (v11 − v10 + v9 − v8 + v6 + v5 − v4 + v3 + v2 − v − 1),
which is not divisible by P11(v). Hence P11(u) = 0 implies Q11(v) = 0. Similarly,
Res(Q11(u),M ;u) = − P11(v)(v
11 + v10 − v9 + v8 + v7 + v6 + v5 + v3 − 1)
· (v11 − v10 − v8 + v7 − v5 + v2 + v + 1),
which is not divisible by Q11(v). Hence Q11(u) = 0 implies P11(v) = 0. Therefore
the claim is proved.
First assume that P11(u) = Q11(v) = 0. Solving the equation Q11(v) = 0 in
F3(u) by exhaustive search gives v = v
3i
0 , 0 ≤ i ≤ 10, where
(6.74) v0 = −1 + u





can be computed in F3(u). We find that M |v=v3i
0
= 0 only when
i = 0. Hence v = v0. We compute hi|v=v0 (i = 1, 2) and reduce the results modulo
P11(u); the outcomes are
(6.75) hi|v=v0 ≡ h¯i (mod P11(u)), i = 1, 2,
where h¯1 and h¯2 are polynomials in u and w given in (A37) and (A38). We further
compute
(6.76) Ri = Res(h¯i, L;u), i = 1, 2,
as polynomials in w, which are given in (A39) and (A40). It follows that
gcd(R1, R2) = (1 + w)
2(1 − w + w3 − w7 + w8 + w11).
We have 1 + w 6= 0 since L|w=−1 = 1 + u
2 − u4 + u5 6= 0. Hence
1− w + w3 − w7 + w8 + w11 = 0.
Solving the above equation (by exhaustive search) in F3(u) gives w = w
3i
0 , 0 ≤ i ≤
10, where
w0 = 1 + u





= 0 only if i = 0. Hence we must have w = w0. Now we compute
e4|v=v0,w=w0 as a polynomial in u, which turns out to be ≡ 0 (mod P11(u)). Thus
e4 = 0, which is a contradiction.
Next assume that Q11(u) = P11(v) = 0. The computation procedure is identical
to the above. Since M is symmetric in u and v, the only solution u0 of Q11(u) = 0
in F3(v) satisfyingM |u=u0 = 0 is the expression in (6.74) with u replaced by v, i.e.,
(6.77) u0 = −1 + v
3 + v5 − v7 + v9 − v10.
We compute
(6.78) hi|u=u0 ≡ h¯i (mod P11(v)), i = 1, 2,
where h¯1 and h¯2 are polynomials in v and w given in (A41) and (A42). Let L¯ =
L¯(v, w) be the reduction of L|u=u0 modulo P11(v). Then
(6.79) Ri = Res(h¯i, L¯; v), i = 1, 2,
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are polynomials in w, which are given in (A43) and (A44). Moreover,
gcd(R1, R2) = w(1 − w + w
2 + w3 + w4 − w5 + w7 − w8 + w9 + w10 + w11).
Recall that w 6= 0; see (6.30). Hence we have
1− w + w2 + w3 + w4 − w5 + w7 − w8 + w9 + w10 + w11 = 0.
Solving the above equation (by exhaustive search) in F3(v) gives w = w
3i
0 , 0 ≤ i ≤
10, where
w0 = −v





= 0 only if when i = 0. Hence we must have w = w0. We
find that
e4|u=u0,w=w0 ≡ 0 (mod P11(v)).
Thus e4 = 0, which is a contradiction.
Case 3.2. Assume that v = 0. In this case we find that
(6.80) h1 = ((1 + u)
2 + (1− w)2)2((u+ w)2 + (1− w)2)(u2 + w + w2).
In the above, we claim that (1 + u)2 + (1 − w)2 6= 0 and (u + w)2 + (1 − w)2 6= 0.
Otherwise, w = 1 and u = −1. Then 1+u+v = 0, which is not possible. Therefore












is a square in F∗q , i.e., −w is a square in F
∗
q . We find that
e4|v=0 = (1 + u)
2(1 + u+ u3 + uw + uw2) = (1 + u)3.
Hence 1 + u is a square in F∗q . Since
(u+ w)2 = u2 + w2 − uw = −w − uw = −w(1 + u),
we conclude that −w is a square in F∗q .
Now the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
7. Final Remarks
The sufficiency of the condition (1.4) is actually implied by the proof in this
paper. To see this, one only has to take a small portion of the proof and reverse
the arguments there; we leave this task for interested readers.
The method of our proof is likely to work for a few more small characteristics.
However, to prove that the conditions in Theorem 1.1 (iii) are necessary for an
arbitrary characteristic p > 3, additional techniques might be needed.
Appendix
In (4.13) and (4.14),
h1 = a
6 − a5b1 + a
4b21 + a
4b1 + a




+ a3 − a2b41 − a
2b1 − a










2 + ab1k + ab1 − ak








− b21k + b
2
1 − b1k
2 + b1 − k
3 − k,
h2 = a
7 − a6b1 + a
6k + a5b1 + a
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+ a3 + a2b41 + a
2b31 + a
2b1 + a












2 − ab1k + ab1 − ak
2 − ak − b71


















2 + b1k − b1 − k
4 + 1.

















































2 − a1b1k + a1b1 + a1k
3 − a1k







− b31 + b
2
1k
2 − b21 + b1k + b1 + k
3 − k2 + k − 1,



































































2 + a21b1k − a
2
1k

















2 + a1b1k + a1b1 − a1k
2 − a1k




















2 + b1k − b1 − k
4 + 1.
In (5.23),






























































































































1 + a1b1 − a1 + b
3
1 − 1.
In (6.13) and (6.14),
h1 = u
8 + u7v − u7w + u7 + u6vw − u6w2 + u5v3 − u5v2w − u5vw2(A6)
− u5vw − u5v + u5w2 + u5w − u4v3w + u4v3 + u4v2w2 + u4v2w
− u4v2 − u4vw2 − u4vw + u4v + u4w3 − u4w2 − u3v5 − u3v3
+ u3v2w2 − u3v2w − u3v2 + u3vw4 + u3vw − u3w4 − u3w3
− u3w2 − u3w − u3 + u2v6 − u2v5w − u2v5 − u2v4w2 − u2v4w
− u2v4 + u2v3w3 − u2v3w2 − u2v3w − u2v3 + u2v2w3 − u2v2w
− u2v2 − u2vw2 − u2vw − u2v + u2w6 − u2w5 − u2w4 − u2w2
− u2w + u2 − uv7 − uv6w + uv5w2 + uv5w + uv4w2 + uv4w + uv4
− uv3w4 − uv3w3 + uv3w2 + uv3w − uv2w3 + uv2w2 + uv2w
+ uvw5 + uvw4 + uvw3 + uvw2 + uvw − uv − uw7 − uw6 + uw5
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+ uw3 + uw2 − uw + v6w + v5w3 − v5w2 − v4w4 − v4w3 − v4w2
− v3w5 + v3w3 − v3w + v2w6 − v2w5 − v2w4 + v2w3 − v2w2
+ vw7 + vw6 + vw5 − vw3 − vw2 − w8 + w7 + w5 − w4 + w3 + w,
h2 =u
7v + u7w − u7 + u6v3 − u6v2 − u6vw + u6v + u6w3 − u6w(A7)
+ u5v3 − u5v2w + u5vw2 − u5vw − u5w3 + u5 − u4v2w2
− u4v2w − u4vw3 − u4vw2 + u4vw + u4w3 − u4w − u3v6
− u3v5 − u3v3w3 − u3v3 − u3v2w3 − u3v2w2 − u3v2
− u3vw3 + u3vw2 + u3w5 + u3w4 − u3w3 − u3w2 + u2v6
− u2v5w + u2v5 + u2v4w2 − u2v4 − u2v3w3 + u2v3w2 + u2v3w
− u2v2w3 − u2v2w + u2v2 − u2vw4 + u2vw3 + u2vw2 − u2v
− u2w5 − u2w4 + u2w3 + u2w2 + u2w − u2 − uv7 − uv6w
− uv5w2 + uv5w − uv4w3 + uv4w2 − uv4w + uv4 − uv3w3
− uv3w2 − uv3w + uv2w4 − uv2w2 + uv2w + uvw5 − uvw4
− uvw3 + uvw2 − uvw − uv + uw5 + uw4 − uw3 − uw2
+ v7w + v6w3 − v6w − v5w3 + v4w3 − v4w + v3w5 + v3w3
+ v3w − v2w5 − v2w3 + vw5 + vw3 + vw + w9 − w.
In (6.42),
Res(h1|u=u0 , h2|u=u0 , w) ≡(A8)
v18 − v17 − v16 − v15 − v14 − v13 − v12 − v11 − v10 + v9 − v8 + v6 + v3 − 1
(mod Q21(v)),
Res(h1|u=−u0 , h2|u=−u0 , w) ≡(A9)
v20 − v18 + v17 − v15 + v14 + v12 + v10 + v9 − v6 − v5 + v4 − v2 + v
(mod Q21(v)).
In (6.43) and (6.44),
Π1(w) =
(A10)
(w8 + w7 + w5 − w4 − w3 − w2 + w + 1)2
· (w16 + w15 − w13 + w12 + w8 + w5 − w4 + w2 − w − 1)
· (w18 + w16 − w15 + w14 − w13 − w12 − w11 − w7 − w6 − w5 − w2 − w + 1),
(A11) Π2(v) = (v
8+v6+v4−v2−1)2(v16−v15−v13+v11+v9+v8−v7+v6+v5+1).
In (6.48),
Res(h1|u=u1 , h2|u=u1 , w) =
(A12)
v28(v3 + v2 + v − 1)(v4 + v3 − v2 − v − 1)(v5 − v4 − v − 1)
· (v10 + v9 + v8 + v6 + v5 − v4 − v2 − 1)
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· (v12 + v11 + v10 − v9 + v8 − v5 − v4 + v3 + v + 1)
· (v46 − v45 − v44 − v43 − v42 − v41 + v40 − v39 − v38 − v36 − v35 + v34 + v33 − v32
+ v30 − v29 − v28 + v27 − v26 + v25 + v24 − v23 − v22 + v21 − v20 + v19 − v18
− v15 + v14 + v12 + v11 + v10 + v9 − v8 + v7 + v6 − v5 + v2 + 1)
· (v88 + v86 − v84 − v82 − v78 + v77 + v75 + v73 + v72 − v71 − v70 − v69 − v68 + v67
+ v66 + v65 − v62 + v60 + v58 − v56 − v54 − v53 + v52 + v51 − v50 + v48 + v46
− v44 − v43 − v42 + v41 − v38 − v36 + v35 − v31 + v29 + v28 + v27 + v26 + v25
− v23 − v22 + v21 + v20 − v19 − v17 + v16 + v15 − v14 + v13 + v12 − v10 − v8
− v6 − v5 − v4 + v3 + 1),
Res(h1|u=−u1 , h2|u=−u1 , w) =
(A13)
v31(v2 + 1)4(v4 + v3 + v2 + 1)(v10 + v8 − v7 + v6 − v5 + v4 + v3 − 1)
· (v18 − v15 − v14 − v12 + v10 + v5 − v2 − v + 1)
· (v125 + v121 + v120 + v116 + v115 + v113 − v111 + v110 + v108 + v107 + v105 + v103
− v99 − v98 − v95 + v94 − v93 − v92 + v91 − v90 − v89 + v88 + v87 − v86 − v85
− v79 + v78 − v72 + v70 − v69 + v68 − v67 − v66 + v64 + v62 − v60 + v59 − v58
− v57 + v56 − v55 − v54 + v53 + v52 − v51 + v50 − v49 − v46 − v45 − v44 + v42
+ v41 + v40 + v39 + v38 − v36 − v35 + v34 − v33 − v32 + v31 − v30 − v29 − v28
+ v26 + v24 − v21 + v20 − v19 − v17 − v16 + v15 + v14 + v13 + v12 + v6 − v5
+ v4 + v3 + v2 + v + 1).
The factors in (A12) and (A13) are irreducible over F3. In (6.51) and (6.52),
Γ1(w) =
(A14)
− (w4 + w3 + w2 + 1)(w4 + w3 + w2 − w − 1)
(w4 − w3 + w2 + 1)(w8 − w6 − w4 + w3 + 1)
(w18 + w17 + w16 + w15 − w14 − w12 − w8 − w7 − w6 − w3 − w2 + 1)
(w22 − w19 − w17 − w15 − w14 − w13 + w11 − w8 + w5 − w4 − w3 + w2 + w + 1),
Γ2(v) =
(A15)
− (v4 + v3 − 1)(v4 + v3 − v2 − v − 1)2(v8 − v7 − v6 − v5 + v4 − v2 − v + 1)
(v18 − v16 − v14 + v13 − v11 + v9 − v5 − v4 + v3 − 1)
(v22 − v21 + v20 − v19 − v18 + v17 + v15 + v14 − v13 − v12 − v10 + v9 + v7
+ v6 − v5 + v3 + v2 + v + 1).
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In (6.58)
h10 = − v
6w4 − v6w3 − v6w2 − v6w − v5w4 + v5w3 + v5w − v5 + v4w4 + v4w3
(A16)
− v4w2 + v4w − v3w5 + v3w2 − v3w + v3 + v2w6 − v2w5 + v2w4 − v2w2
− v2 + vw6 − vw5 − vw4 − vw3 − vw2 − vw − v − w6 − w5 + w4 + w3
+ w2 + 1,
h11 = − v
6w4 + v6w3 + v6w − v6 − v5w4 − v5w2 + v5 − v4w4 + v4w2 + v4w + v4
(A17)
− v3w4 + v3w3 + v3w2 + v3w − v2w4 − v2w + v2 + vw5 − vw4 − vw3 − w6,
h12 = − v
6w4 + v6w3 − v6w2 + v6w − v6 + v5w4 − v5w2 + v5w + v5 − v4w3
(A18)
+ v4w2 + v4w + v3w3 + v3 + v2w4 + v2w2 + v2w + v2 + vw4 − vw2 + w6
− w5 + w4 + w,
h20 = − v
6w2 + v6w + v6 − v5w5 − v5w4 + v5w2 − v5w − v5 + v4w5 + v4w4 + v4w2
(A19)
+ v4w + v4 + v3w5 + v3w3 − v3w2 + v3w − v2w5 + v2w2 − vw4 − vw3 − vw
+ v − w5 + w4 − w3
h21 = v
6 − v5w5 − v5w4 + v5w3 + v5w + v4w5 + v4w4 − v4w3 + v4w2 + v4w − v4
(A20)
− v3w2 − v3w + v2w4 − v2w3 + v2w2 + v2 + vw4 − vw3 + w5 + w4 + w3 − w,
h22 = v
6w5 + v6w4 + v6w2 − v6w − v5w5 − v5w4 − v5w3 − v5w2 − v5w + v5 + v4w3
(A21)
− v4w2 + v4w − v4 − v3w3 − v3w2 − v3w + v2w5 + v2w4 + v2w3 − v2w2 + v2
+ vw5 − vw3 + vw2 − vw − w5 − w4 − w3 − w2 − w − 1.
In (6.59),
A0 = v
6w6 − v6w5 − v6w2 − v6w − v6 + v5w6 + v5w4 + v5w3 + v5w2 + v5 + v4w6
(A22)
− v4w5 + v4w4 − v4w3 + v4w − v4 − v3w5 + v3w4 − v3w3 + v3w2 + v3w + v3
− v2w5 − v2w3 + v2w2 − v2 − vw6 + vw5 + vw4 − vw2 + v + w5 − w3 − w,
A1 = − v
6w5 + v6w2 + v6 − v5w6 + v5w4 − v5w3 − v5w2 + v5w − v4w6 − v4w5
(A23)
− v4w4 − v4w3 + v3w6 − v3w5 − v3w3 + v3w2 + v3w − v2w6 + v2w5 + v2w4
+ v2w2 − v2 + vw6 + vw5 − vw4 − vw3 − vw2 − vw + v + w5 + w + 1.
In (6.60),
U = v6w5 + v6w4 + v6w3 − v6w2 + v6w + v6 + v5w6 − v5w5 − v5w4 + v5 − v4w6
(A24)
+ v4w5 + v4w4 − v4w2 − v4w + v3w6 − v3w2 + v3w − v3 − v2w6 − v2w5
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− v2w4 − v2 − vw5 − vw2 − w6 + w5 + w4 + w,
V = v6w6 + v6w4 + v6w3 + v6w + v5w5 + v5w4 − v5w3 − v5w2 + v5w + v5 + v4w6
(A25)
− v4w5 + v4w4 − v4 + v3w6 − v3w5 + v3w4 + v3w3 − v3w2 + v3w − v2w6
+ v2w3 + v2w2 + v2 − vw4 − vw3 + vw2 − vw + v + w6 − w5 + w4 − w3
+ w − 1.
In (6.61),
h10 = − w
4v20 − w2v20 + v20 + w4v19 − w3v19 − w2v19 + wv19 − v19 + w4v18
(A26)
+ w3v18 − wv18 + w4v17 + w3v17 − w2v17 + wv17 − w4v16 + w3v16 − wv16
+ v16 − w4v15 − w3v15 − w2v15 − wv15 + v15 − w3v14 − wv14 − wv13 + v13
− w2v12 + w4v11 − w2v11 − wv11 − w4v10 + w3v10 + wv10 + v10 − w3v9
− w2v9 − wv9 − w4v8 − w2v8 − v8 − w4v7 − w3v7 − w2v7 − wv7 + v7
+ w4v6 − w3v6 + wv6 − v6 − w4v5 − w3v5 + w2v5 + v5 − w4v4 + w3v4
+ w2v4 − v4 − w5v3 + w4v3 + w3v3 + w2v3 + wv3 + v3 + w6v2 − w5v2
− w4v2 − w3v2 − w2v2 − v2 + w7v + w6v + w5v + w4v − w3v − wv − w8
+ w7 + w5 + w3 + w2 + 1,
h11 = − w
4v20 + w2v20 − wv20 + w4v19 + w2v19 + w4v18 − w3v18 + v18 + w4v17
(A27)
− w3v17 + wv17 − v17 − w4v16 − w3v16 − w2v16 − v16 − w4v15 − w3v15
− wv15 + v15 − w2v14 − wv14 + v14 − w3v13 + v13 + w3v12 + wv12 + w4v11
− w3v11 − w2v11 − wv11 + v11 − w4v10 + w3v10 − w2v10 − v10 − w2v9
+ wv9 + v9 − w4v8 − w3v8 + w2v8 − v8 − w4v7 + w3v7 + v7 + w4v6 + w3v6
+ w2v6 + wv6 − w4v5 + w3v5 − wv5 − wv4 + v4 + w3v3 + w2v3 + v3 + w2v2
− wv2 + w5v + w4v − w3v + w2v + wv − v − w7 − w6 + w5 − w4 − w3 + w2 − 1,
h12 =w
4v20 + w2v20 − wv20 − v20 + w4v19 − w3v19 − w2v19 − wv19 − v19 + w4v18
(A28)
− w3v18 − w2v18 − v18 + w4v17 − w3v17 − v17 − w3v16 − w2v16 − v16 + w4v15
− w2v15 − wv15 − v15 − w4v14 − w3v14 + w2v14 + v14 + w4v13 + w3v13 − wv13
− v13 − w4v12 − w3v12 + w2v12 − v12 + w3v11 + w2v11 − v11 + w4v10 − w2v10
− wv10 + v10 − w4v9 − w3v9 − w2v9 − v9 − w4v8 + w3v8 + w2v8 − w4v7
+ w3v7 − w2v7 + w3v6 + w2v6 + wv6 + w4v5 − v5 − w4v4 − w3v4 − w2v4
+ wv4 − w3v3 − w2v3 + wv3 − w4v2 − w3v2 − w2v2 − wv2 − v2 − w4v + w2v
+ wv + v + w6 − w5 + w3 + w + 1,
h20 = − w
5v20 − w4v20 + w2v20 + wv20 − w3v19 − w2v19 − v19 − w3v18 + w2v18
(A29)
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+ wv18 − v18 + w2v17 + wv17 + w5v16 + w4v16 − wv16 − w5v15 − w4v15
+ w3v15 − v15 − w5v14 − w4v14 − wv14 + v14 + w5v13 + w4v13 + w3v13
− w2v13 + wv13 − v13 − w5v12 − w4v12 + w2v12 − wv12 + v12 − w5v11
− w4v11 + w2v11 + wv11 − w5v10 − w4v10 + w3v10 − w2v10 − v10 − w5v9
− w4v9 + w3v9 + wv9 + w3v8 + wv8 − v8 − w3v7 − w2v7 + wv7 + v7 − w5v6
− w4v6 + w3v6 + wv6 − w5v5 − w4v5 + w3v5 − w2v5 + v5 − w5v4 − w4v4
− w3v4 − wv4 − w4v3 − w3v3 + w2v3 − v3 − w5v2 + w3v2 + wv2 + v2 − w5v
+ w4v + w2v − v + w9 + w5 + w4 − w3 − w2 + w + 1,
h21 = − w
5v20 − w4v20 + w3v20 + w2v20 + v20 + w3v19 + w2v19 − v19 − v18 − wv17
(A30)
− v17 + w5v16 + w4v16 − w3v16 − w2v16 + wv16 + v16 − w5v15 − w4v15 − v15
− w5v14 − w4v14 − w3v14 − w2v14 + v14 + w5v13 + w4v13 + wv13 + v13
− w5v12 − w4v12 + wv12 + v12 − w5v11 − w4v11 − w3v11 − w2v11 − v11
− w5v10 − w4v10 − w3v10 − w2v10 − wv10 − v10 − w5v9 − w4v9 − w3v9
− w2v9 + wv9 − v9 + w3v8 + w2v8 − v8 − v7 − w5v6 − w4v6 + w3v6 + w2v6
− wv6 + v6 − w5v5 − w4v5 − w3v5 + w2v5 − wv5 + v5 − w5v4 − w4v4 + w3v4
+ wv4 + v4 − w5v3 − w4v3 − w2v3 − wv3 − v3 + w4v2 − w2v2 + v2 − w5v
+ w2v + wv + w5 + w4 − w3 + w2 − w − 1,
h22 = − w
5v20 − w4v20 − w2v20 + wv20 − v20 − w5v19 − w4v19 − w3v19 − w2v19
(A31)
− wv19 + v19 − w5v18 − w4v18 − w3v18 − w2v18 + wv18 − v18 − w5v17 − w4v17
+ w3v17 − w2v17 − wv17 + w3v16 − wv16 − w5v15 − w4v15 − w3v15 − w2v15
− wv15 + w5v14 + w4v14 + w3v14 + w2v14 − wv14 − w5v13 − w4v13 + w3v13
− w2v13 + w5v12 + w4v12 + w3v12 + w2v12 − wv12 − w3v11 + wv11 − w5v10
− w4v10 − w3v10 − w2v10 − wv10 + w5v9 + w4v9 + w2v9 + v9 + w5v8
+ w4v8 + w3v8 + w2v8 − wv8 + v8 + w5v7 + w4v7 + w2v7 + v7 − w3v6 − v6
− w5v5 − w4v5 + w3v5 − w2v5 + wv5 + v5 + w5v4 + w4v4 − w3v4 + v4
− w2v3 + v3 + w3v2 + w2v2 − wv2 + v2 − w4v + w3v − wv + v + w3 + 1.
In (6.62),
A0 = − w
11v20 − w7v20 + w6v20 + w5v20 + w3v20 + w2v20 − wv20 + w12v19 + w11v19
(A32)
− w10v19 − w9v19 + w7v19 − w6v19 − w5v19 − w3v19 − v19 + w12v18 + w11v18
− w9v18 + w7v18 + w6v18 − w5v18 + w3v18 + wv18 − v18 + w12v17 + w11v17
− w10v17 + w6v17 − w5v17 − w4v17 + w2v17 − wv17 − v17 + w12v16 − w11v16
− w8v16 − w5v16 − w4v16 − w3v16 + w2v16 − v16 − w11v15 + w10v15 − w8v15
+ w7v15 − w6v15 + w4v15 + w3v15 − w2v15 + wv15 − v15 + w12v14 − w10v14
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− w9v14 − w8v14 − w7v14 − w5v14 + w4v14 − w3v14 − w2v14 + wv14 − v14
− w12v13 − w8v13 − w6v13 + w3v13 + w2v13 − wv13 + v13 + w12v12 − w9v12
+ w6v12 − w5v12 − w2v12 − wv12 − v12 − w12v11 + w11v11 + w10v11 − w8v11
+ w7v11 − w6v11 + w5v11 − w4v11 − w3v11 − w2v11 + wv11 + v11 − w11v10
+ w8v10 + w6v10 − w4v10 − w3v10 − w2v10 + v10 + w12v9 + w10v9 − w9v9
− w8v9 − w7v9 − w6v9 − w5v9 − w4v9 − w3v9 − w2v9 − wv9 − v9 − w12v8
− w11v8 + w10v8 + w8v8 − w7v8 − w6v8 + w5v8 + w4v8 + w3v8 + w2v8 − wv8
− v8 − w12v7 − w11v7 − w10v7 − w8v7 + w7v7 − w6v7 + w5v7 − w4v7 − w2v7
+ v7 − w12v6 + w11v6 − w10v6 − w8v6 − w7v6 − w6v6 + w5v6 + wv6 + v6
− w11v5 − w9v5 − w8v5 − w4v5 − w2v5 + w12v4 + w11v4 − w9v4 − w8v4
− w7v4 + w5v4 + w4v4 − w3v4 + wv4 + w12v3 − w9v3 + w8v3 − w6v3 + w2v3
− wv3 + v3 + w13v2 − w11v2 − w10v2 − w8v2 + w7v2 + w5v2 + w4v2 + w3v2
+ wv2 + w13v − w12v − w11v + w10v − w9v + w7v − w6v + w5v + w3v − wv
− w15 + w14 + w12 − w11 + w10 − w8 − w7 − w6 − w3 + w2 + w,
A1 =w
12v20 − w8v20 − w7v20 − w3v20 + w2v20 − wv20 − v20 + w12v19 − w11v19
(A33)
+ w10v19 + w9v19 − w8v19 + w7v19 + w6v19 + w5v19 + w3v19 − w2v19 − v19
+ w12v18 − w11v18 + w10v18 − w9v18 − w8v18 + w7v18 − w6v18 + w4v18
− wv18 + v18 + w12v17 − w11v17 − w10v17 − w8v17 − w7v17 + w6v17 + w4v17
+ w3v17 + w2v17 − wv17 − v17 − w11v16 − w10v16 − w8v16 − w5v16 + w4v16
+ w3v16 + w2v16 + w12v15 + w10v15 − w9v15 + w8v15 + w7v15 − w6v15
− w5v15 + w4v15 − w3v15 − wv15 − w12v14 − w11v14 − w10v14 − w9v14 − w7v14
− w5v14 + w4v14 − w3v14 − wv14 − v14 + w12v13 + w11v13 − w10v13 + w8v13
+ w7v13 + w4v13 − w3v13 + w2v13 − v13 − w12v12 − w11v12 − w10v12 + w9v12
+ w8v12 − w7v12 − w5v12 − w4v12 + w3v12 − wv12 + w11v11 + w10v11 − w9v11
− w8v11 + w6v11 − w5v11 + w2v11 − wv11 − v11 + w12v10 + w10v10 + w7v10
− w6v10 + w5v10 − w4v10 − w2v10 + v10 − w12v9 − w11v9 + w7v9 − w6v9
− w5v9 − w4v9 + w2v9 + wv9 − v9 − w12v8 + w11v8 − w10v8 − w8v8 − w3v8
+ wv8 − w12v7 + w11v7 − w9v7 + w8v7 + w7v7 + w3v7 + v7 + w11v6 + w10v6
− w8v6 − w7v6 − w5v6 − w3v6 + w2v6 + wv6 + v6 + w12v5 − w10v5 + w9v5
− w8v5 − w7v5 − w6v5 + w4v5 − w2v5 − v5 − w12v4 − w11v4 + w10v4 + w9v4
+ w6v4 + w5v4 + w4v4 + w11v3 + w9v3 − wv3 − v3 + w9v2 + w8v2 + w6v2
+ w4v2 − w2v2 − v2 − w11v − w8v + w6v − w4v + w3v − w2v − wv − w11
+ w10 − w9 − w8 + w7 + w6 + w4 + w3 − w2 + w + 1.
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In (6.63),
U =w20v20 − w19v20 + w18v20 + w17v20 − w14v20 − w13v20 + w12v20 + w11v20
(A34)
− w10v20 + w9v20 − w8v20 − w6v20 − w5v20 + w3v20 − w20v19 − w17v19
+ w16v19 − w12v19 + w11v19 − w9v19 − w8v19 − w6v19 − w5v19 + w4v19
− w3v19 + w2v19 + v19 − w19v18 − w15v18 + w14v18 + w12v18 − w11v18
+ w9v18 − w7v18 − w6v18 + w5v18 + w4v18 − w3v18 + wv18 − w20v17 − w17v17
+ w15v17 − w12v17 − w10v17 + w9v17 − w7v17 − w6v17 − w5v17 + w4v17
+ w3v17 + w2v17 + wv17 − v17 − w20v16 + w19v16 + w18v16 + w17v16 + w16v16
− w14v16 + w13v16 + w12v16 + w11v16 + w10v16 + w7v16 + w6v16 + w4v16
+ w2v16 + w20v15 + w19v15 − w18v15 + w17v15 + w15v15 + w14v15 − w13v15
+ w12v15 − w10v15 + w8v15 + w5v15 + w3v15 − w2v15 − v15 − w20v14 + w18v14
+ w17v14 − w16v14 + w15v14 − w14v14 + w11v14 + w9v14 − w7v14 − w6v14
+ w5v14 + w4v14 − w3v14 + v14 + w20v13 − w19v13 − w17v13 + w16v13 + w15v13
− w14v13 + w13v13 − w11v13 + w9v13 + w8v13 + w6v13 − w5v13 − w3v13
+ w2v13 − v13 − w20v12 − w19v12 − w17v12 + w16v12 + w14v12 + w12v12
+ w9v12 + w8v12 + w7v12 + w6v12 + w5v12 − w2v12 + wv12 − v12 − w20v11
+ w19v11 + w18v11 + w16v11 + w15v11 + w12v11 − w10v11 − w9v11 + w8v11
− w7v11 − w6v11 + w5v11 − w4v11 − w3v11 − w2v11 − v11 − w20v10 + w19v10
+ w16v10 + w15v10 − w14v10 − w13v10 − w12v10 − w11v10 + w10v10 − w9v10
− w8v10 + w7v10 + w6v10 + w5v10 + w3v10 + w2v10 + wv10 + v10 − w19v9
− w18v9 + w16v9 + w14v9 + w13v9 + w11v9 + w10v9 − w9v9 − w7v9 − w6v9
− w3v9 − w2v9 + wv9 − w19v8 + w17v8 + w16v8 − w15v8 − w14v8 − w13v8
+ w12v8 + w11v8 − w10v8 − w9v8 − w8v8 − w4v8 + w2v8 + w20v7 + w19v7
+ w17v7 − w15v7 + w14v7 + w13v7 − w11v7 − w9v7 − w8v7 + w7v7 + w4v7
+ w2v7 − wv7 − v7 − w19v6 − w17v6 − w16v6 + w15v6 − w13v6 − w12v6 + w10v6
− w6v6 + w5v6 + w3v6 − v6 + w20v5 + w18v5 + w17v5 − w15v5 − w14v5 − w12v5
− w11v5 + w10v5 − w7v5 + w6v5 − w4v5 + w3v5 + w2v5 + v5 − w19v4 + w18v4
+ w17v4 − w15v4 + w14v4 + w9v4 + w7v4 − w6v4 + w5v4 − w2v4 − wv4 − v4
− w20v3 + w18v3 + w15v3 + w14v3 − w13v3 + w12v3 + w10v3 − w9v3 + w7v3
+ w6v3 − w5v3 + w4v3 − w3v3 − w2v3 − wv3 − w20v2 + w19v2 − w18v2 − w17v2
+ w12v2 + w11v2 − w10v2 − w9v2 − w4v2 − w3v2 − w2v2 + wv2 + w19v − w18v
− w17v − w16v + w15v − w14v − w13v − w11v + w10v − w9v + w7v + w6v
+ w5v + w2v − v + w19 + w18 − w16 + w13 − w12 − w9 − w8 + w7 − w6 − w5
+ w4 − w3 + w2 − 1,
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V =w19v20 − w18v20 − w16v20 + w15v20 + w14v20 + w13v20 + w12v20 + w11v20
(A35)
− w10v20 + w9v20 − w8v20 − w7v20 − w5v20 + w3v20 − w2v20 − wv20 − w20v19
− w18v19 + w17v19 − w16v19 − w15v19 − w14v19 − w13v19 − w12v19 − w11v19
+ w9v19 − w8v19 + w7v19 + w6v19 + w5v19 − w3v19 + w2v19 + wv19 − v19
− w17v18 − w16v18 + w14v18 + w13v18 − w10v18 + w9v18 + w8v18 − w5v18
+ w3v18 + w2v18 − wv18 + v18 − w20v17 − w18v17 − w17v17 − w16v17 + w12v17
− w11v17 + w10v17 − w8v17 − w6v17 − w5v17 + w4v17 + w3v17 − wv17 + w20v16
− w19v16 − w18v16 + w15v16 − w14v16 − w12v16 − w10v16 + w8v16 + w7v16
+ w6v16 − w5v16 + w4v16 + w3v16 + w2v16 + wv16 + v16 − w18v15 − w15v15
+ w13v15 + w11v15 + w10v15 − w8v15 − w7v15 − w6v15 + w5v15 + w3v15 + wv15
− v15 + w19v14 + w15v14 − w13v14 − w11v14 − w9v14 − w7v14 − w6v14 − w4v14
+ w2v14 − wv14 − w20v13 + w19v13 + w17v13 + w16v13 − w15v13 + w14v13
+ w13v13 − w12v13 + w11v13 + w10v13 − w9v13 − w4v13 + w2v13 + wv13 − v13
+ w20v12 + w18v12 − w17v12 − w15v12 − w13v12 − w9v12 + w8v12 − w7v12
− w6v12 − w5v12 − w4v12 − w3v12 − wv12 + v12 − w20v11 + w19v11 − w18v11
− w17v11 − w16v11 + w14v11 − w12v11 + w9v11 + w8v11 + w7v11 + w6v11
− w5v11 + w4v11 − w3v11 − wv11 + v11 + w20v10 − w19v10 − w17v10 + w16v10
+ w13v10 − w11v10 − w10v10 − w9v10 − w8v10 − w6v10 − w5v10 + w4v10 − w3v10
− w2v10 − wv10 + v10 − w18v9 − w17v9 − w16v9 − w15v9 − w13v9 − w12v9
+ w9v9 − w7v9 + w3v9 + v9 + w20v8 − w18v8 + w17v8 − w16v8 + w15v8 + w14v8
+ w13v8 + w12v8 − w11v8 − w9v8 − w6v8 + w5v8 − w4v8 + w3v8 − w2v8 + w20v7
+ w19v7 − w18v7 + w17v7 − w16v7 − w15v7 + w11v7 − w10v7 − w7v7 − w5v7
+ w4v7 + w2v7 + wv7 − w20v6 − w18v6 + w17v6 − w16v6 + w15v6 − w13v6
− w11v6 − w8v6 − w7v6 − w6v6 + w5v6 − w4v6 + w3v6 + w2v6 + wv6 + v6
− w19v5 + w18v5 − w17v5 − w15v5 − w14v5 + w12v5 − w11v5 + w10v5 − w9v5
− w8v5 − w6v5 − w5v5 + w4v5 − w3v5 − w2v5 − wv5 − v5 + w19v4 + w18v4
− w17v4 + w16v4 + w15v4 + w14v4 − w12v4 + w10v4 + w8v4 − w7v4 − w6v4
− w5v4 + w4v4 + w2v4 − wv4 + w20v3 − w19v3 + w18v3 + w14v3 + w12v3
− w11v3 − w9v3 + w8v3 − w7v3 + w6v3 + w4v3 + w3v3 − wv3 + v3 + w18v2
− w17v2 + w16v2 − w11v2 + w9v2 − w8v2 − w7v2 + w4v2 + w3v2 − wv2 − v2
− w20v − w19v − w18v + w17v − w16v + w14v + w13v + w12v + w11v − w9v
− w8v − w7v − w5v + w4v − w3v + w2v − wv + v − w20 − w19 − w18 + w17
− w15 − w14 − w12 + w10 − w8 + w6 − w5 + w4 − w2 + w − 1.
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In (6.69),
N = v6u16 − v7u15 + v8u14 − v6u14 − v5u14 + v5u13 + v4u13 − v3u13(A36)
+ v10u12 + v8u12 − v7u12 − v6u12 − v5u12 − v4u12 + v3u12
− v11u11 − v9u11 − v8u11 + v7u11 + v6u11 + v4u11 − v3u11
− v2u11 + v12u10 + v10u10 − v9u10 + v8u10 + v5u10 + vu10
− u10 − v11u9 − v10u9 + v9u9 − v8u9 + v7u9 − v6u9 + v5u9
− v4u9 − v3u9 + v2u9 − vu9 + u9 + v14u8 + v12u8 − v11u8
+ v10u8 − v9u8 − v8u8 + v7u8 − v6u8 − v5u8 − v4u8 − v3u8
− v2u8 − u8 − v15u7 − v12u7 + v11u7 + v9u7 + v8u7 − v6u7
+ v5u7 − v3u7 + v2u7 − vu7 + v16u6 − v14u6 − v12u6 + v11u6
− v9u6 − v8u6 − v7u6 − v6u6 − v5u6 − v4u6 + v2u6 − v14u5
+ v13u5 − v12u5 + v10u5 + v9u5 − v8u5 + v7u5 − v6u5 + v5u5
+ v4u5 + v13u4 − v12u4 + v11u4 − v9u4 − v8u4 − v6u4 + v5u4
+ v4u4 − v13u3 + v12u3 − v11u3 − v9u3 − v8u3 − v7u3 − v11u2
+ v9u2 − v8u2 + v7u2 + v6u2 + v10u− v9u− v7u− v10 + v9 − v8.
In (6.75),
h¯1 = − u
10w7 + u10w5 − u10w4 + u10w + u9w7 − u9w5 + u9w2 + u9w + u9 + u8w6
(A37)
− u8w4 + u8w3 − u7w7 + u7w6 − u7w3 + u7w + u7 − u6w6 + u6w4 + u6w3
− u6w2 − u6w + u5w7 + u5w5 − u5w4 + u5w3 + u5w2 + u5 − u4w6 − u4w5
+ u4w3 + u4w2 − u4w + u3w7 + u3w6 − u3w5 + u3w4 + u3w2 − u3w − u3
+ u2w5 − u2w4 − u2w3 + u2w2 − u2w − uw7 − uw6 + uw5 + uw4 − uw2
− uw − w8 − w6 − w5 − w4 + 1,
h¯2 =u
10w5 − u10w3 − u10w + u10 − u9w5 + u9w4 − u9w3 + u9w2 − u9w + u8w5
(A38)
− u8w3 − u8w − u8 − u7w5 − u7w4 − u7w2 + u7w + u6w5 + u6w3 + u6w
− u5w5 + u5w4 − u5w3 + u5w2 + u4w5 + u4w4 − u4w3 − u4w − u3w5
+ u3w4 + u3w3 + u3w2 − u3w + u2w5 − u2w3 + u2w2 − u2 + uw5 + uw4
+ uw2 − uw + w9 + w5 − w4 − w3 + w2 − 1.
In (6.76),
R1 = − (w + 1)
2(w − 1)(w3 + w2 − w + 1)(w7 − w6 + w5 − w4 + w + 1)
(A39)
· (w8 − w7 + w5 − w4 − w3 + w − 1)(w11 + w8 − w7 + w3 − w + 1)
· (w17 + w16 − w13 + w7 − w6 − w5 + w3 + w2 − w + 1)
· (w18 + w17 − w14 + w13 + w12 − w11 + w10 − w9 − w7 − w6 + w4 + w3 + w2 + 1),
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R2 =(w + 1)
2(w11 + w8 − w7 + w3 − w + 1)
(A40)
· (w19 − w17 − w13 − w12 + w11 + w9 − w8 + w6 − w4 + w2 + 1)
· (w31 − w29 − w28 + w27 − w25 − w22 − w21 − w19 + w17 + w16 − w15
− w14 − w13 − w11 + w10 − w9 + w8 + w7 − w6 + w4 + w2 − w − 1).
In (6.78),
h¯1 = v
10w7 − v10w6 + v10w5 − v10w4 − v10w3 − v10w2 + v10w − v9w7 + v9w6
(A41)
− v9w5 − v9w4 − v9w3 + v9w2 + v9w + v9 + v8w6 − v8w5 + v8w3 − v8w2
+ v7w7 + v7w5 − v7w4 − v6w6 − v6w5 + v6w + v6 − v5w7 + v5w6 − v5w4
− v5w3 + v5w2 + v5w + v5 − v4w6 + v4w4 + v4w3 + v4w − v3w7 − v3w6
− v3w5 + v3w4 + v3w3 − v3w2 − v3w + v3 + v2w5 − v2w4 + v2w − v2 + vw7
+ vw6 + vw5 − vw3 + vw2 − vw − v − w8 − w7 + w6 − w5 + w4 − w3 + w2 − w,
h¯2 = v
10w5 + v10w4 − v10w2 + v10w − v9w5 + v9w4 − v9w3 + v9 + v8w5 + v8w4
(A42)
− v8w2 + v8w − v8 − v7w5 + v7w3 − v7w2 − v7w − v7 + v6w5 + v6w4 − v6w3
− v6w2 − v5w5 + v5w4 − v5w3 + v5w + v4w5 + v4w3 − v4w2 − v4w − v3w5
+ v3w4 + v3w3 − v3 + v2w5 + v2w4 + v2w2 + v2w + vw5 − vw3 + vw2 + vw
+ v + w9 + w5 − w4 − w3 + w2.
In (6.79),
R1 =w(w
6 + w5 + w4 + w3 − w + 1)
(A43)
· (w11 + w10 + w9 − w8 + w7 − w5 + w4 + w3 + w2 − w + 1)
· (w21 − w20 − w19 + w18 − w17 + w16 + w15 − w13 − w12 − w11 + w10 − w9
− w7 + w6 + w5 + w4 − w3 + w + 1)
· (w71 + w70 + w68 − w67 + w66 − w65 − w64 − w63 + w61 + w59 − w57 − w56
− w53 + w51 − w50 − w48 + w47 + w46 + w45 + w43 − w42 + w40 − w38
− w37 − w36 − w35 + w33 − w32 + w29 − w27 + w26 − w25 − w24 + w21
+ w20 − w18 + w17 + w13 + w12 + w10 + w9 + w8 + w7 + w6 − w5 + w3 − w − 1),
R2 =w
2(w2 − w − 1)(w11 + w10 + w9 − w8 + w7 − w5 + w4 + w3 + w2 − w + 1)
(A44)
· (w105 − w104 + w103 − w101 + w100 − w99 − w97 − w96 + w95 − w94 − w93
− w92 − w91 − w90 + w89 + w87 + w86 + w85 − w84 − w83 + w82 − w80
+ w79 + w78 + w77 + w76 − w74 − w73 − w72 + w70 + w69 + w68 + w67
− w66 + w65 + w64 + w63 − w62 + w60 − w59 + w58 + w57 − w56 − w55
− w54 + w53 − w51 − w50 + w47 + w44 + w43 − w42 + w38 − w37 − w36
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+ w32 − w31 + w29 − w28 + w27 − w23 + w22 + w21 − w20 − w19 − w18
− w17 + w13 + w11 + w9 − w8 + w7 − w6 − w4 − w3 − w2 − w − 1).
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